Cruciferous Vegetables
Grades K-2

M

Big Boy Broccoli
Materials:
 a printer
 paper
 scissors
 glue
 something to color with
Instructions:
 Print out the template
 Color pieces, as necessary
 Cut out the pieces. This step may require adult assistance.
 Glue the face and hat onto the body (the broccoli)
Source: http://www.dltk-teach.com/alphabuddies/mbigboybroccoli.html

Broccoli Footprint
Gather together:
 Green tempera paint
 Large paintbrush
 Construction paper (any color)
 Green pompoms
 Crayons or markers
 Glue
 Feet!
Instructions:
 Have an adult paint a light coat of paint on child’s foot
 Child should step lightly but fully onto paper (adult might help by pushing down gently on foot)
 Let paint dry
 Glue pompoms to top for the “crown”
 Use markers or crayons to draw face
 Let child give his/her broccoli character a name and write it on the page
Image source: https://www.pinterest.com/pin/6473993193311438/

Broccoli Painted Trees
Supplies:
 Paper
 Variety of Paint (Brown, Red, Yellow, Orange, Green)
 Broccoli, whole and cut up into pieces
 Paint Brush
 Paper Plate
Directions:

 Talk with the children about how the whole broccoli looks like a tree
before it is cut to eat raw or before it is cooked!!




Then, begin the art project by having the child paint a simple tree limb design on their
paper.
Using broccoli like a sponge, dip it in the paint, then on the paper. Repeat until the
leaves/tree starts to look full.
When the child has the design they like, set it aside to let it dry completely before displaying
proudly!!!

Adapted from: http://gluedtomycraftsblog.com/2015/11/broccoli-stamped-fall-tree-kid-craft.html

Brussels Sprouts Stamped Snowman
Materials Needed:
 snowman template
 Brussels Sprouts
 knife (for adult use only)
 colored cardstock or construction paper
 white paint (black also if want to stamp the hat of snowman)
 small paper plate
 small googly eyes & other decorations for snowman
 tacky glue
 scissors
 crayons or markers
Directions:
1. Print snowman template
2. Trace snowman onto colored paper
3. Cut the tip off of your Brussels Sprout (adult only). Pour a small amount of white paint
onto your small paper plate and rub your Brussels Sprout around in it coating the bottom
of it completely. (Note: Try not to over-saturate the Brussels Sprout, you only need a small
amount on it to get the fun texture.)
4. Press your Brussels Sprout onto the snowman’s body (not the hat), and continue stamping
it until it is covered. Add more paint to your plate during stamping as needed.
5. Once the snowman is dry, color the hat with crayons or markers or stamp it with black
paint.
6. After hat is dry, cut out the snowman and add eyes, nose, mouth, buttons, etc.
Adapted from: http://iheartcraftythings.com/brussels-sprouts-stamped-bunny-craft.html

Legumes
Grades K-2

Bean Mosaic
Materials:
 glue
 paintbrushes
 cardboard or any sturdy backing
 dried beans (kidney, black beans, peas, lentils, etc.) of
different colors and sizes
 pencils
 crayons
Directions:
1. Draw a simple shape or figure on the cardboard. Keep the details down to a minimum. Simple is
good for this project OR
2. Print the winter penguin template on page 2, cut it out and glue to cardboard.
3. Students can “pre-color” the picture (or parts of it) with crayons, using colors similar to the
beans they will use for each area of the picture.
4. Paint glue in a small portion of the design. Note: Do not use too much glue if your cardboard is
not sturdy. It will curl.
5. Place beans in the portion with glue.
6. Repeat for the entire picture.
7. The result is quite beautiful and the students will have a piece of art they are proud to display.

Adapted from: http://www.kinderart.com/sculpture/beanmosaic.shtml

Bean Shekere
Have you ever seen a shekere from Africa? It is a beautiful musical instrument made from a dried gourd
that is shaken, tossed or moved from hand to hand creating wonderful rhythms and songs. Here is a
simplified version of this musical craft that uses recycled milk jugs and dried beans. You will have an
instrument that is fun to play along with African songs or any uptempo music.
Materials:
 Plastic milk jug, (rinsed out, with lid)
 Stickers (such as paper reinforcements or the little round stickers used to
price items at garage sales).
 Permanent Marker, if you wish to draw string patterns on the plastic jugs
 Colorful yarn or string for handle
 Filling for the shekere – different sized dried beans
 Electrical tape – for sealing the instrument and keeping the content inside
Directions:
1. First, wash and clean your milk jug and keep the lid or cap. If you are working
with many children, you may wish to put each child's name on their milk jug for identification.
Next, allow your students to do their beading, either free form by applying stickers anywhere on
the milk jug or you can draw string patterns for them to show where a bead or sticker would go.
2. Once your shekere is "beaded", add the filling.
3. Seal the instrument with sturdy electrical tape by wrapping it around the lid and the top section
of the plastic jug. This way the contents are secure inside, especially if working with younger
children. If you can find colorful electrical tape, it adds a nice design element.
A HANDLE FOR YOUR SHEKERE : If you like, add colorful yarn or pipe cleaners to create a handle for
your milk jug shekere.
Playing the Shekere
-The shekere can be played like a rattle, simply shaking it around.
-It can also be held in one hand and then tapped on the other hand, like you might play a tambourine.
-It can be tossed gently from one hand to the other. It can be played by tossing gently from one person
to another and works well in a circle.
-Some players “burp” their shekere. They hold it in one hand and tap the bottom with the other hand.
On gourds, this creates not only a rattling but an “ah” sound. If you try this with your milk jug shekere,
you’ll get a rattle and a tap, a nice percussive effect.
-What other sounds can your sticker shekere make? Explore it and find out.

Adapted from: http://www.kinderart.com/across/stickershakere.shtml

Grow Lentil Sprouts
A garden in a jar can give you crisp lentil sprouts for your hamburger or
salad in 4 to 5 days.
Materials:
 Quart jar with a wide mouth
 A square of cheesecloth
 A rubber band
 A quarter cup of lentils
1. Wash quarter cup of lentils in a colander or strainer. Put in a washed wide
mouth quart jar. Add 2 cups of lukewarm water. Fasten the cheesecloth
over the top with a rubber band. Let stand overnight.
2. Drain off water. Turn jar upside down until all the water is drained out.
3. Hold jar on its side. Shake it so that the lentils are scattered along one side of the jar. Lay the jar (on its
side) in a dark place like a cupboard or closet. This will give you light-colored sprouts. If you put the jar in
a warm and light (but not sunny) spot, the sprouts will grow little green leaves.
4. Each morning put the jar under the sink faucet and let lukewarm water run into it. Leave the cloth cover
on. Stand the jar upside down until every bit of the water is drained out. Shake so that the sprouting
lentils lie along one side. Return to the spot you have selected.
5. Watch it! Every day your little garden will look different. In about 4 days, the sprouts will be about 1 or 1
1/4 inches long and will nearly fill the jar. If you want the sprouts to have little green leaves, put the jar
in a sunny window.
6. Take off the cheesecloth. Put on the jar’s cap. Keep in the refrigerator. The sprouts taste best when they
are eaten within a week.
With the leftover lentils, you can make more sprouts or help your parents make tasty chili.
Adapted from: http://www.cookingwithpulses.org/activities.html
Photo Source: http://honestfare.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/02/sprouted-lentils.jpg

